Name:_________________  Class (Circle): Enrichment / Late / Mid

Parent Comment:__________________________________________________ Signature:________________

1: Revise your 2, 5 and 10 times tables. You will be tested this week.

2: What is the value of the digit in bold type (Number & Word)?
   a. 6772    eg: 7 tens = 70 = seventy
   b. 4721
   c. 16743
   d. 6081
   e. 17432

3: What is the number before 59896? ________________________________
   Write it in words:________________________________________________________________

4. There are 422 students at Merimbula Public School. How many more students are needed to reach a total of 508?
   Answer: __________
   Working Out: ____________________________

5. Minutes more - Complete the following time activities:
5. Minutes more - Complete the following time activities:

Look at the analog clock. Add or subtract the given time. Write the new time on the digital clock.

- a. Add 7 minutes
- b. Add 1 hour and 15 minutes
- c. Subtract 23 minutes
- d. Subtract 73 minutes
- e. Add 113 minutes
- f. Subtract 2 hours and 2 minutes

Draw these times on the analog clocks.

- a. seven fifty-four and seventeen minutes more
- b. eight twenty-seven and fifty-five minutes more
- c. one oh-five and one hundred and eight minutes more
- d. twenty-seven minutes before eleven eighteen
- e. eighteen minutes before two twenty-two

Write each time as digital time.

- a
- b
- c
- d
- e
- f
- g
- h
- i
- j